F
luctuations in the price of oil and other apparently nonmonetary phenomena often seem to drive the near-term outlook for inflation. Nonetheless, economists widely accept the view that, over the long run, inflation is determined by monetary policy. Thus, at longer horizons, expected inflation primarily reflects the public's view of the monetary policymaker's inflation objective. Put another way, fluctuations in oil prices and other nonmonetary phenomena will have less impact on the public's longrun inflation forecasts the more strongly the public sees policymakers as being committed to a particular inflation objective.
To gauge inflation expectations, analysts typically look to either surveys or market measures, such as the difference in yields on ordinary Treasury securities and inflation-protected Treasury securities (TIPS) of similar maturity. An increase in the yields on ordinary securities relative to those on TIPS would suggest that market participants have raised their forecast for inflation over the life of the securities. 1 The Although measures of near-term expected inflation, such as the 5-year TIPS spread, have moved closely with energy prices, measures of expected inflation over longer horizons have been less sensitive to fluctuations in energy prices. For example, the 5-year forward TIPS spread, which reflects expected inflation over the 5-year period beginning 5 years in the future, has been less closely correlated with fluctuations in oil prices than the TIPS spread covering the current 5-year period. 2 The 5-year forward TIPS spread, which is also shown in the chart, has ranged between 2.25 and 2. The relative stability of measures of expected inflation over longer horizons indicates that market participants view the impact of fluctuations in oil prices on inflation as largely transitory. Apparently, the public has remained convinced that the Federal Reserve is committed to keeping inflation low. If measures of long-term expected inflation were to rise significantly, it would reflect less about the price of oil than it would about the credibility of the Federal Reserve's commitment to holding inflation in check. I
